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WHAT’S NEW | FEATURES 
	  
	  

GENERAL 

ALL TRAVELPORT 
GDS 

	   Besides Galileo, it now supports full integration also with Apollo and Worldspan GDS. 

NEW DESIGN 	   Improved design developed in HTML5/CSS3 to provide a better user experience. 

CUSTOM URL 	   Each consolidator may define his own url to access TTS Consolidator 3.0. 

GDS CONNECTION 	   Besides XML Select, it now supports also uAPI connection. 

CURRENCY 
FLEXIBILITY 

	   Supports double currency logic (a custom currency and Dollars). 

LOGIN CREDENTIALS 	   Login credentials are composed by email and password which allows users to be logged 
in the GDS environment and in TTS Consolidator at the same time. 

	  

FLIGHTS 

AVAILABILITY 
SEARCH 

	   Search method based on availability allowing users to better serve the clients that give 
priority to flight schedule 

SEARCH AS 

SUB-AGENT 

	   Allows consolidators to search flights as one of their sub-agents to access exactly what 
their sub-agencies see. 

BOOK SEVERAL  

FARE QUOTES 

SIMULTANEOUSLY 

	   Availability search allows multiple fare quotes in the same screen and supports booking 
storing several fare quotes simultaneously, with just one click. 

FARE RULES AT 
SEARCH RESULTS 

	   Fare rules are accessible at Best Price search results at flight details block. 

IMPROVED FILTERS 	   Flight Search results can also be filtered by Marketing Carrier, Plating Carrier and 
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number of Stops.  

	  

PNR 

VENDOR REMARKS 	   Displays vendor remarks in the PNR page. 

VIEW TRIP 	   Integration with view trip itineraries. 

STICKY PNR 

SEARCH 

	   Always present area throughout the application even if the user scrolls down. It allows 
the user to search for a PNR no matter where he is in the application or shows the user 
if and what PNR is open while allowing immediately access to its available actions. 

	  

SETTINGS 

MORE FLEXIBLE 

SETTINGS 

	   Consolidators may define general IATA Fees and customize preferred carriers, 
blacklisted carriers and remarks per sub-agency, offering full setup flexibility. 

FEES 	   Fees have new parameters available which support simple and complex fee models. 
Besides “Flight type”, TTS Consolidator 3.0 offers also “Journey type” and “Up to” (fare 
range) as fees parameters. The “Journey type” parameter allows the user to set different 
fees for One Way, Round Trip and Multi-destination itineraries while “Up to” variable will 
allow the user to make the fee depend on the fare amount. 

CARRIERS EXPORT 
AND IMPORT  

	   Users can import and export excel files for preferred and blacklisted carriers. 

PREFERRED QUEUES 
MANAGEMENT 

	   Area where agencies can set the 6 preferred queues that will appear in the homepage 
Queues block. 

	  

MANAGEMENT 

MANAGE SUB-
AGENCIES 

	   The consolidator can set general settings which all his sub-agencies will inherit, and he 
can also set specific settings per sub-agency keeping the process easy to handle for 
those consolidators with a transversal logic and also allowing custom business rules for 
a specific sub-agency. 

CREDIT 
MANAGEMENT 

	   Sub-agencies have now available two request types: Credit Request and Money Transfer 
being able to attach files for the Money Transfer option. 

AGENCIES BALANCE  	   Allows consolidators to see all their sub-agencies balance and notify those he wishes to 
alert about low balance. 
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PRIVATE FARES 
FILTER 

	  	   Introduction of a private fares filter per sub-agency. 

PRIVATE FARES 
CLONING 

	   Ability to clone a private fare to speed up the process of creating new private fares.  

PRIVATE FARES 
EXPORT 

	   Users can export an Excel file with private fares. 

PRIVATE FARES  

TYPE OF JOURNEY 

	   A private fare can now be set for both One Way and Round Trip journey types. 

OSI FOR  

PRIVATE FARES 

	   Users can associate OSIs per Private fare.  

AIRLINE 
COMMISIONING  

	   Allows consolidators to manually input airline commissions by city-pair or country-pair. 

IATA BOARD 
MANEGEMENT 

	   Area where the consolidators can manage the information that appears on the IATA 
Board displayed in the homepage. 

	  

INSIGHT 

NOTIFICATIONS 
SECTION 

	   Always present notifications block keeps the user updated with indicators about his 
business most critical information and useful content. 

MONTHLY SALES 
DASHBOARD 

	   Summarises the sales of the current month right on the homepage offering 
consolidators a quick insight about their sub-agencies sales activity and Non-IATA 
agencies the ability to see their own performance. 

NEWS 	   Displays TTS news and curated travel industry information published on the TTS blog. 

PREFERRED QUEUES 	   Preferred queues homepage block displays the 6 most relevant queues for your agency. 

IATA BOARD 	   Area where consolidators can post information to all their sub-agencies like business 
procedures or communications 

IN-APP ALERTS 	   Area reserved to disclose application alerts to users. 

	  


